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Abstract

Lidars and cameras are critical sensors that provide complementary information for 3D detection in autonomous driving. While prevalent multi-modal methods [34, 36] simply decorate raw lidar point clouds with camera features and feed them directly to existing 3D detection models, our study shows that fusing camera features with deep lidar features instead of raw points, can lead to better performance. However, as those features are often augmented and aggregated, a key challenge in fusion is how to effectively align the transformed features from two modalities. In this paper, we propose two novel techniques: InverseAug that inverses geometric-related augmentations, e.g., rotation, to enable accurate geometric alignment between lidar points and image pixels, and LearnableAlign that leverages cross-attention to dynamically capture the correlations between image and lidar features during fusion. Based on InverseAug and LearnableAlign, we develop a family of generic multi-modal 3D detection models named DeepFusion, which is more accurate than previous methods. For example, DeepFusion improves PointPillars, CenterPoint, and 3D-MAN baselines on Pedestrian detection for 6.7, 8.9, and 6.2 LEVEL_2 APH, respectively. Notably, our models achieve state-of-the-art performance on Waymo Open Dataset, and show strong model robustness against input corruptions and out-of-distribution data. Code will be publicly available at https://github.com/tensorflow/lingvo.

1. Introduction

Lidars and cameras are two types of complementary sensors for autonomous driving. For 3D object detection, lidars provide low-resolution shape and depth information, while cameras provide high-resolution shape and texture information. While one would expect the combination of both sensors to provide the best 3D object detector, it turns out that most state-of-the-art 3D object detectors use only lidar as the input (Waymo Challenge Leaderboard, accessed on Oct 14, 2021). This indicates that how to effectively fuse the signals from these two sensors still remain challenging. In this paper, we strive to provide a generic and effective solution to this problem.

Existing approaches in the literature for fusing lidars and cameras broadly follow two approaches (Figure 1): they either fuse the features at an early stage, such as by decorating points in the lidar point cloud with the corresponding camera features [34, 36], or they use a mid-level fusion where *Equal contribution. Work done when YL was an intern at Google.
the features are combined after feature extraction [5, 14, 18]. One of the biggest challenges in both kinds of approaches is to figure out the correspondence between the lidar and camera features. To tackle this issue, we propose two methods: InverseAug and LearnableAlign to enable effective middle-level fusion. InverseAug inverses geometric-related data augmentations (e.g., RandomRotation [46]) and then uses the original camera and lidar parameters to associate the two modalities. LearnableAlign leverages cross-attention to dynamically learn the correlation between a lidar feature and its corresponding camera features. These two proposed techniques are simple, generic, and efficient. Given a popular 3D point cloud detection framework, such as PointPillars [17] and CenterPoint [44], InverseAug and LearnableAlign help the camera images effectively align with lidar point cloud with marginal computational cost (i.e., only one cross-attention layer). When fusing the aligned multi-modal features, the camera signals, with much higher resolution, significantly improve the model’s recognition and localization ability. These advantages are especially beneficial for the long-range object detection.

We develop a family of multi-modal 3D detection models named DeepFusions, which offer the advantage that they (1) can be trained end-to-end and (2) are generic building blocks compatible with many existing voxel-based 3D detection methods. DeepFusion serves as a plug-in that can be easily applied to most of the voxel-based 3D detection methods, such as PointPillars [17] and CenterPoint [44].

Our extensive experiments demonstrate that (1) effective deep feature alignment is the key for multi-modal 3D object detection, (2) by improving alignment quality with our proposed InverseAug and LearnableAlign, DeepFusion significantly improves the detection accuracy, and (3) compared with its single-modal baseline, DeepFusion is more robust against input corruptions and out-of-distribution data.

On the Waymo Open Dataset, DeepFusion improves several prevalent 3D detection models such as PointPillars [17], CenterPoints [44], and 3D-MAN [43] by 6.7, 8.9, and 6.2 LEVEL_2 APH, respectively. We achieve state-of-the-art results on Waymo Open Dataset that DeepFusion improves 7.4 Pedestrian LEVEL_2 APH over PointAugmenting [36], the previous best multi-modal method, on the validation set. This result shows that our method is able to effectively combine the lidar and camera modalities, where the largest improvements come from the recognition and localization for long-range objects.

Our contributions can be summarized as three folds:

- To our best knowledge, we are the first to systematically study the influence of deep feature alignment for 3D multi-modality detectors;
- We propose InverseAug and LearnableAlign to achieve deep-feature-level alignment, leading to accurate and robust 3D object detector;
- Our proposed models, DeepFusions, achieve state-of-the-art performance on Waymo Open Dataset.

2. Related Work

3D Object Detection on Point Clouds. Lidar point clouds are often represented as unordered set, and many 3D object detection methods tend to directly deal with such raw unordered points. PointNet [25] and PointNet++ [26] are early seminal works that directly apply neural networks on point cloud. Following them, [22, 24, 31, 42] also learn features with PointNet-like [25] layers. Lidar point clouds can be also represented as dense range images, where each pixel contains extra depth information. [1, 19] directly work on the range images to predict 3D bounding boxes.

Another set of 3D detection methods convert lidar points to voxels or pillars, leading to two more commonly used 3D detection methods: voxel-based and pillar-based method. VoxelNet [46] proposes a voxel-based approach, which discretizes the point-cloud into a 3D grid with each sub-space is called a voxel. A dense 3D convolutional network can then be applied to this grid to learn detection features. SECOND [40] builds on VoxelNet and proposes using sparse 3D convolutions to increase efficiency. Since 3D voxels are usually expensive to process, PointPillars [17] and PIXOR [41] further simplify 3D voxels to bird-eye-view 2D pillars, where all voxels with the same z-axis are collapsed to a single pillar. These 2D pillars can then be processed with existing 2D convolutional detection networks to produce the bird-eye-view bounding boxes. Since 2D pillars are usually easy and fast to process, many recent 3D detection methods [34, 38, 43, 44] are built upon PointPillars. In this paper, we also choose PointPillar as our baseline approach for dealing with lidar point clouds.

Lidar-camera Fusion. Instead of relying on lidar point cloud, monocular detection approaches directly predict 3D boxes from 2D images [3, 16, 27]. A key challenge for these approaches is 2D images do not have depth information, so most monocular detectors need to implicitly or explicitly predict depth for each 2D image pixel, which is often another very difficult task. Recently, there is a trend to combine lidar and camera data to improve 3D detection. Some approaches [24, 39] first detect objects in 2D images then use the information to further process the point cloud. Previous works [4, 15] also use a two-stage framework to perform object-centric modality fusion. In contrast to these methods, our approach is easier to plug-in into most existing voxel-based 3D detection methods.

Point Decoration Fusion. PointPainting [34] proposes to augment each lidar point with the semantic scores of camera images, which are extracted with a pre-trained semantic segmentation network. PointAugmenting [36] points out
the limitation of semantic scores, and proposes to augment lidar points with the deep features extracted from a 2D object detection network on top of camera images. As shown in Figure 1 (a), those methods rely on a pretrained module (e.g., 2D detection or segmentation model) to extract the features from the camera images, which are used to decorate the raw point clouds and then fed into a lidar feature voxelizer to construct the bird-eye view pseudo images.

**Mid-level Fusion.** Deep Continuous Fusion [18], EPNet [14] and 4D-Net [23] attempt to fuse the two modalities by sharing the information between 2D and 3D backbones. However, an important missing piece in those works is an effective alignment mechanism between camera and lidar features, which is confirmed in our experiments to be the key for building an effective end-to-end multi-modal 3D object detector. Even knowing the importance of effective alignment, we point out it is challenging to do so for the following reasons. First, to achieve the best performance on existing benchmarks, e.g., Waymo Open Dataset, various data augmentation strategies are applied to lidar points and camera images before the fusion stage. For example, RandomRotation [46] that rotates the 3D world along z-axis, is usually applied to lidar points but not applicable to camera images, making it difficult for the subsequent feature alignment. Second, since multiple lidar points are aggregated into the same 3D cube, i.e., voxel, in the scene, one voxel corresponds to a number of camera features, and these camera features are not equally important for 3D detection.

### 3. DeepFusion

In Section 3.1, we first introduce our deep feature fusion pipeline. Then, we conduct a set of preliminary experiments to quantitatively illustrate the importance of alignment for deep feature fusion in Section 3.2. Finally, we propose two techniques, InverseAug and LearnableAlign, to improve the alignment quality in Section 3.3.

#### 3.1. Deep Feature Fusion Pipeline

As shown in Figure 1 (a), previous methods, such as PointPainting [34] and PointAugmenting [36], usually use an extra well-trained detection or segmentation model as camera feature extractor. For example, PointPainting uses Deeplabv3+\(^1\) to generate per-pixel segmentation labels as camera features [34]. Then, the raw lidar points are decorated with the extracted camera features. Finally, the camera-feature-decorated lidar points are fed into a 3D point cloud object detection framework.

The pipeline above is improvable due to following reasons. First, the camera features are fed into several modules that are specially designed for processing point cloud data. For example, if PointPillars [17] is adopted as the 3D detection framework, the camera features need to be voxelized together with the raw point clouds to construct bird’s eye view pseudo images. However, the voxelization module is not designed for processing camera information. Second, the camera feature extractor is learned from other independent tasks (i.e., 2D detection or segmentation), which may lead to (1) domain gap, (2) annotation efforts, (3) additional computation cost, and more importantly, (4) sub-optimal extracted features because the features are heuristically chosen rather than learned in an end-to-end manner.

To tackle the above two issues, we propose a deep feature fusion pipeline. To address the first problem, we fuse deep camera and lidar features instead of decorating raw lidar points at the input level so that the camera signals do not go through the modules designed for point cloud. For the second problem, we use convolution layers to extract camera features and train these convolution layers together with other components of the network in an end-to-end manner. To summarize, our proposed deep feature fusion pipeline is shown in Figure 1 (b): the lidar point clouds are fed into an existing lidar feature extractor (e.g., Pillar Feature Net from PointPillars [17]) to obtain lidar feature (e.g., the pseudo image from PointPillars [17]); the camera images are fed into a 2D image feature extractor (e.g., ResNet [11]) to obtain camera feature; then, the camera feature is fused to the lidar feature; finally, the fused feature is processed by the remaining components of the selected lidar detection framework (e.g., Backbone and Detection Head from Pointpillars [17]) to obtain the detection results.

In contrast to previous designs, our method enjoys two benefits: (1) high-resolution camera features with rich contextual information do not need to be wrongly voxelized and then converted from perspective view to bird’s eye view; (2) domain gap and annotation issues are alleviated, and better camera features can be obtained due to the end-to-end training. However, the disadvantages are also obvious: compared with input-level decoration, aligning camera features with lidar signals becomes less straightforward on deep feature level. For example, the inaccurate alignment caused by heterogeneous data augmentation for two modalities could pose a potential challenge for the fusion stage. In Section 3.2, we verify that the misalignment harms the detection model, and provide our solution in Section 3.3.

#### 3.2. Impact of Alignment Quality

To quantitatively assess the influence of alignment to deep feature fusion, we disable all other data augmentations but only twist the magnitudes of RandomRotation [46] to the lidar point cloud of our deep fusion pipeline during training. Since we only augment the lidar point cloud but keep the camera images unchanged, stronger geometry-related data augmentation leads to worse alignment. As

---

\(^1\)https://github.com/NVIDIA/semantic-segmentation
shown in Table 1, the benefit from multi-modal fusion diminishes as the rotation angle enlarges. For example, when no augmentation is applied (maximum rotation = 0°), the improvement is the most significant (+2.6 AP); when maximum rotation is 45°, only +0.4 AP gain is observed. Based on these observations, we conclude that alignment is critical for deep feature fusion if the alignment is not accurate, the benefit from the camera input becomes marginal.

### 3.3. Boosting Alignment Quality

In view of the importance of aligning deep features, we propose two techniques, InverseAug and LearnableAlign, to effectively align deep features from two modalities.

**InverseAug.** To achieve the very best performance on existing benchmarks, most of the methods require strong data augmentation, as the training usually falls into an overfitting scenario. The importance of data augmentation can be seen from Table 1, where the accuracy can be boosted by up to 5.0 for single-modal model. Besides, Cheng et al. [6] also suggest the importance of data augmentation for training 3D object detection models. However, the necessity of data augmentation poses a non-trivial challenge in our DeepFusion pipeline. Specifically, the data from the two modalities are usually augmented with different augmentation strategies (e.g., rotating along z-axis for 3D point clouds combined with random flipping for 2D images), making the alignment challenging.

To address the alignment issue caused by geometry-related data augmentation, we propose InverseAug. As shown in Figure 2, after data augmentation is applied to a point cloud, given a 3D key point (which can be any 3D coordinate, such as Lidar point, voxel center, etc.) in the augmented space, the corresponding camera feature cannot be located in the 2D space by simply using the original lidar and camera parameters. To make the localization feasible, InverseAug first saves the augmentation parameters (e.g., the rotation degree for RandomRotate [46]) when applying the geometry-related data augmentation. At the fusion stage, it reverses all those data augmentation to get the original coordinate for the 3D key point (Figure 2 (c)), and then finds its corresponding 2D coordinates in the camera space. Note that our method is generic as it can align different types of key points (e.g., the voxel centers), although we only adopt lidar points in Figure 2 for simplicity, and it can also handle situations where both modalities are augmented. In contrast, existing fusion methods like PointAugmenting [36] can only deal with the data before augmentation. Finally, we show an example of the alignment quality improvement by InverseAug in Figure 3 (b).

**LearnableAlign.** For input-level decoration methods such as PointPainting [34] and PointAugmenting [36], given a 3D lidar point, the only corresponding camera pixel can be exactly located as there is a one-to-one mapping. In contrast, when fusing deep features in our DeepFusion pipeline, each lidar feature represents a voxel containing a subset of points and hence its corresponding camera pixels are in a polygon. So the alignment becomes a one-voxel-to-many-pixels problem. A naive approach is to average over all pixels corresponding to the given voxel. However, intuitively, and as supported by our visualized results, these pixels are not equally important because the information from the lidar deep feature unevenly aligns with every camera pixel. For example, some pixels may contain critical information for detection, such as the target object to detect, while others may be less informative, consisting of background such as roads, plants, occluders, etc.

In order to better align the information from lidar features with the most related camera features, we introduce LearnableAlign, that leverages cross-attention mechanism to dynamically capture the correlations between two modalities as shown in Figure 1. Specifically, the input contains a voxel cell, and all its corresponding N camera features. LearnableAlign uses three fully-connected layers to respectively transform the voxel to the query q_i, and camera features to the keys k^c and values v^c. For each query (i.e., voxel cell), we conduct inner product between the query and the keys to obtain the attention affinity matrix that contains 1 × N correlations between the voxel and all its corresponding N camera features. Normalized by a softmax operator, the attention affinity matrix is then used to weigh and aggregate the values v^c that contains camera information. The aggregated camera information is then processed by a fully-connected layer, and finally concatenated with the original lidar feature. The output is finally fed into any standard 3D detection framework, such as PointPillars or CenterPoint for model training.

### 4. Experiments

We evaluate DeepFusion on Waymo Open Dataset [32], a large scale 3D object detection dataset for self-driving cars. Waymo Open Dataset contains 798 training, 202 validation, and 150 testing sequences. Each sequence has about 200 frames with lidar points, camera images, and labeled 3D bounding boxes. We evaluate and compare mod-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Max Rotation</th>
<th>0°</th>
<th>15°</th>
<th>30°</th>
<th>45°</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Single-Modal</td>
<td>72.6</td>
<td>75.2</td>
<td>76.6</td>
<td>77.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multi-Modal</td>
<td>75.2</td>
<td>76.1</td>
<td>77.3</td>
<td>78.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improvement</td>
<td>+2.6</td>
<td>+0.9</td>
<td>+0.8</td>
<td>+0.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Performance gain by multi-modal fusion diminishes as the magnitude of RandomRotation [46] goes up, indicating the importance of accurate alignment. InverseAug is not used here. On the Waymo Open Dataset pedestrian detection task, the LEVEL 1 AP improvements from single-modal to multi-modal are reported. See Section 3.2 for more details.
Figure 2. The pipeline of InverseAug. The goal of the proposed InverseAug is to project the key points obtained after the data augmentation stage, i.e., (a) \(\rightarrow\) (b), to the 2D camera coordinate system. The key point is a generic concept that can be any 3D coordinate, such as a lidar point or a voxel center. For simplicity, we use a lidar point here to illustrate the idea. It is less accurate to directly project the key points from the augmented 3D coordinate system to 2D camera coordinate system by using camera and lidar parameters, i.e., directly from (b) to (d). Here we propose to first find all key points in the original coordinate by inversely applying all data augmentation to the 3D key points, i.e., (b) \(\rightarrow\) (c). Then, the lidar and camera parameters can be used to project 3D key points to camera features, i.e., (c) \(\rightarrow\) (d). InverseAug significantly improves the alignment quality as shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3. The camera-lidar alignment quality comparison before and after applying InverseAug. As shown in (a), without InverseAug, the lidar points (marked as white) are not well-aligned to the pedestrians and the pillar in camera view. In contrast, as shown in (b), the lidar points align better to the camera data with InverseAug. Note that we only add a small magnitude of data augmentation in this figure. The misalignment is more severe without InverseAug during training where strong data augmentations are widely applied.

els using the recommended metrics, Average Precision (AP) and Average Precision weighted by Heading (APH), and report the results on both LEVEL_1 (L1) and LEVEL_2 (L2) difficulty objects. We highlight LEVEL_2 APH in tables since it is the main metric for ranking in the Waymo Challenge Leaderboard.

4.1. Implementation Details

3D detection models. We reimplement three popular point cloud 3D object detection methods, PointPillars [17], CenterPoint [44], and 3D-MAN [43], as baselines. Besides, we also find that their improved versions (denote as PointPillars++, CenterPoint++, and 3D-MAN++) can be better baselines, which use 3 layers of multilayer perceptron with hidden size 256 to construct pseudo image from point cloud inputs, and change the non-linear activation function from ReLU [10, 21] to SILU [8, 28]. By default, all experiments are conducted with the 3D-MAN++ pedestrian models. The final model submitted to the test server also combined with other techniques such as model ensemble (noted as “Ens”), which are discussed in Section ??.

LearnableAlign. We use fully connected layers with 256 filters to embed the lidar feature and its corresponding camera features. In the lidar to camera cross-attention module, a dropout operator with 30% drop rate is applied to the attention affinity matrix as a regularization during training. The MLP layer after the cross-attention module is a fully connected layer with 192 filters. Finally, the concatenated feature is processed by another fully connected layer to squeeze the number of channels. Different from standard implementation of attention module, our implementation is combined with dynamic voxelization [45].

InverseAug. Inspired by PPBA [6], we sequentially apply the following data augmentation strategies to lidar point cloud during training: RandomRotation \(\rightarrow\) WorldScaling \(\rightarrow\) GlobalTranslateNoise \(\rightarrow\) RandomFlip \(\rightarrow\) FrustumDropout \(\rightarrow\) RandomDropLaserPoints. More details about the augmentation operators can be found in [6]. Different from PPBA [6] and other works, here we save all randomly generated parameters for all geometry-related data augmentation (i.e., RandomRotation, WorldScaling, GlobalTranslate Noise, RandomFlip). During the fusion stage, we inversely apply all these augmentation with saved parameters to all 3D key points to find the coordinates in the original 3D coordinate system before applying data augmentation. Besides, we also need to reverse the order of augmentation operations (i.e., RandomFlip \(\rightarrow\) GlobalTranslateNoise \(\rightarrow\) WorldScaling \(\rightarrow\) RandomRotation).

4.2. State-of-the-art performance on Waymo Data

We compare our method with the published and unpublished 3D object detection methods on Waymo Open Dataset validation and test sets.
DeepFusion is a generic fusion method

According to the test results in Table 2, DeepFusion achieves the best results on Waymo Challenge Leaderboard demonstrating the effectiveness of our approach. For example, DeepFusion-Ens achieves the best results on the Waymo Challenge Leaderboard; DeepFusion improves 2.42 APH/L2 compared with previous state-of-the-art single-modal method, AFDetV2 [13].

We also compare different methods on the validation set as shown in Table 3. DeepFusion significantly outperforms existing methods, demonstrating its effectiveness.

4.3. DeepFusion is a generic fusion method

Now we examine how generic our method is by plugging it to prevalent 3D detection frameworks. We conduct six pairs of comparison, each of which is between a single-modal method and its multi-modal counterpart. Those six lidar-only models are PointPillars, CenterPoint, 3D-MAN and their improved version (marked as “++”). As shown in Table 4, DeepFusion shows consistent improvement for all single-modal detection baselines. These results indicate DeepFusion is generic and can be potentially applied to other 3D object detection frameworks.

Table 2. Leaderboard of the Waymo Open Dataset Challenge on 3D detection track. *: to our best knowledge, these entries (highlighted by light blue) do not use model ensemble. †: multi-modal methods.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method Name</th>
<th>AP/L1</th>
<th>APH/L1</th>
<th>AP/L2</th>
<th>APH/L2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DeepFusion-Ens (ours)†</td>
<td>84.37</td>
<td>83.22</td>
<td>79.54</td>
<td>78.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>InceptionLidar</td>
<td>83.80</td>
<td>82.46</td>
<td>79.15</td>
<td>77.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFDetV2-Ens [13]</td>
<td>84.07</td>
<td>82.63</td>
<td>79.04</td>
<td>77.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Octopus-Noah</td>
<td>83.10</td>
<td>81.67</td>
<td>78.65</td>
<td>77.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HorizonLiDAR3D [7]†</td>
<td>83.28</td>
<td>81.85</td>
<td>78.49</td>
<td>77.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DeepFusion (ours)</strong>†</td>
<td>81.89</td>
<td>80.48</td>
<td>76.91</td>
<td>75.54</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Performance comparison between models for 3D detection on Waymo validation set. †: multi-modal methods.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AP</td>
<td>APH</td>
<td>AP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L1</td>
<td>PointPillars [17, 33]</td>
<td>63.3</td>
<td>62.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PPBA [6]</td>
<td>62.4</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MVF [45]</td>
<td>62.9</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CVCNet [2]</td>
<td>65.2</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PointAugmenting [36]†</td>
<td>67.4</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pillar-OD [37]</td>
<td>69.8</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PV-RCNN [30]</td>
<td>74.4</td>
<td>73.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CenterPoint [44]</td>
<td>76.7</td>
<td>76.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RSN [33]</td>
<td>78.4</td>
<td>78.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DeepFusion (ours)†</td>
<td>80.6</td>
<td>80.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DeepFusion-Ens (ours)†</td>
<td><strong>83.6</strong></td>
<td><strong>83.2</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PointPillars [17, 33]</td>
<td>55.2</td>
<td>54.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PointAugmenting [36]†</td>
<td>62.7</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PV-RCNN [30]</td>
<td>65.4</td>
<td>64.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CenterPoint [44]</td>
<td>68.8</td>
<td>68.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RSN [33]</td>
<td>69.5</td>
<td>69.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DeepFusion (ours)†</td>
<td>72.9</td>
<td>72.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DeepFusion-Ens (ours)†</td>
<td><strong>76.0</strong></td>
<td><strong>75.6</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. Plugging DeepFusion into different single-modal baselines on Waymo validation set. L denotes lidar-only; L+C denotes lidar + camera. We evaluate Pointpillar, CenterPoint, 3D-MAN, and their improved versions (denoted with “++”). By adding camera information, our DeepFusion consistently improves the quality over lidar-only models.

4.4. Where does the improvement come from?

To better understand how DeepFusion utilizes the camera signal to improve the 3D object detection models, we provide both qualitative and quantitative analysis in depth.

We first divide the objects into three groups based on their distance to the ego-car: within 30 meters, from 30 to 50 meters, and beyond 50 meters. Figure 4 shows the relative gain by the multi-modal fusion of each group. In a nutshell, DeepFusion can uniformly improve the accuracy in every single distance range. In particular, it can achieve much more accuracy gains for long-range objects (by 6.6% for LEVEL_2 objects > 50m) than short-range objects (by 5.0% for LEVEL_2 objects < 30m), possibly because long-range objects are often covered by very sparse lidar points, but the high-resolution camera signals fill the information gap to a large extent.
Figure 4. Comparison between the single-modal baseline and DeepFusion by showing the AP metric (with all the blue bars normalized to 100%) across different ground-truth depth ranges. The results show DeepFusion marginally improves the performance on short-range objects (e.g., within 30 meters) but significantly improves the performance on long-range objects (e.g., beyond 50 meters).

Table 5. Ablation studies on InverseAug (IA) and LearnableAlign (LA). Both techniques contribute to the performance gain, while InverseAug carries more weights.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Modal</th>
<th>IA</th>
<th>LA</th>
<th>LEVEL 1 AP</th>
<th>LEVEL 1 APH</th>
<th>LEVEL 2 AP</th>
<th>LEVEL 2 APH</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lidar</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>78.5</td>
<td>70.2</td>
<td>70.7</td>
<td>63.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lidar + Camera</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>78.4</td>
<td>70.5</td>
<td>70.9</td>
<td>63.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lidar + Camera</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>80.4</td>
<td>74.0</td>
<td>72.3</td>
<td>66.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lidar + Camera</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>81.2</td>
<td>75.0</td>
<td>72.8</td>
<td>67.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6. Comparison with other fusion strategies. InputFusion comes from PointPainting [34] and PointAugmenting [36]. LateFusion comes from PointAugmenting [36]. All latency are measured on a V100 GPU with the same Lingvo [29] 3D object detection implementation, same 3D detection backbone, and same camera feature extractor. DeepFusion achieves the best performance on all evaluation metrics, while the latency is comparable to other fusion methods.

4.6. DeepFusion is an effective fusion strategy

In this section, we compare DeepFusion with other fusion strategies. Specifically, the methods we consider are (1) InputFusion, that fuses the camera features with the lidar points at the input stage [34, 36], (2) LateFusion, where the lidar points and camera features go through voxelizer separately, followed by a concatenation [36], and (3) our proposed DeepFusion.

The results are shown in Table 6. We observe that DeepFusion is notably better than other fusion strategies. For example, DeepFusion improves 0.5 LEVEL.2 APH (from 66.5 to 67.0) upon LateFusion. Note that in our experiments, InputFusion is on par with LateFusion, but in [36], LateFusion is better as it addresses the modality gap issue between lidar and camera. We hypothesis that in our setting, the modality gap issue is already taken care of by the end-to-end training that it will no longer occur regardless when the fusion is conducted.

4.7. DeepFusion is more robust

Robustness is an important metric to deploy models on autonomous driving cars [20]. In this subsection, we examine the model robustness against corrupted input [12] and Out-Of-Distribution (OOD) data [35].

Robustness against input corruptions. We first test the model robustness on validation set against common corruptions for both modality, Laser Noise (randomly adding noise to lidar reflections) and Pixel Noise (randomly adding noise to camera pixels). For single-modal models, only Laser Noise is applicable while both Laser Noise and Pixel Noise are applicable for multi-modal models. As shown in Table 7, with the presence of corruptions, the multi-modal models in general are much more robust than their single-modal counterpart. Notably, the Laser / Pixel Noise corruption only can hardly drag down the performance of our multi-modal method (with only 0.2 / 0.5 L2 APH drop). Even when applying both Laser and Pixel Noise corrup-
Figure 5. The attention map visualization for LearnableAlign. For each subfigure, we study one 3D point pillar, which is marked by the white box in the 2D image. The important region indicated by the attention map is marked by red points. We have two interesting observations: first, as shown in (a) and (b), LearnableAlign usually attends to the heads of the pedestrians, probably because the head is a discriminative part of a human from camera image (it is difficult to recognize a head according to lidar signals); second, as shown in (c) and (d), LearnableAlign also attends to object extremities (such as the back), which strives to use the high-resolution camera information for predicting the object boundary to get accurate object size.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Corruptions</th>
<th>Modal</th>
<th>LEVEL 1</th>
<th>LEVEL 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>AP</td>
<td>APH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Corruption</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>78.5</td>
<td>70.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laser Noise</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>69.8</td>
<td>59.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Corruption</td>
<td>L+C</td>
<td>81.2</td>
<td>75.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laser Noise</td>
<td>L+C</td>
<td>81.1</td>
<td>74.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pixel Noise</td>
<td>L+C</td>
<td>80.9</td>
<td>74.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pixel + Laser Noise</td>
<td>L+C</td>
<td>80.9</td>
<td>74.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7. Model robustness against input corruptions. Given the same well-trained single-modal (Lidar) and multi-modal (Lidar + Camera) models, we evaluate on the original Waymo validation set (NoCorruption), and manually erode the samples from validation set by Laser and Pixel Noise. For Laser Noise, we add perturbation to the reflection values of all laser points. For Pixel Noise, we add perturbation to the camera images. Note that Pixel Noise is only applicable to multi-modal models which use camera images as input. The perturbations are sampled from a uniform distribution with at most 2.5% of the original value for both Laser and Pixel Noise corruptions. We observe DeepFusion is more robust to these corruptions compared to the single-modal version. L denotes lidar-only; L+C denotes lidar + camera.

Robustness against OOD data. To test our method’s robustness against OOD data, we train our model on the data from cities of Mountain View, San Francisco and Phoenix and evaluate it on Kirkland. The results are summarized in Table 8. We observe the multi-modal model shows more improvement on OOD data. For example, DeepFusion improves 8.0 LEVEL 2 APH on out-of-distribution data while only improves 4.0 LEVEL 2 APH on in-distribution data.

Table 8. Model robustness against out-of-distribution data. We evaluate both single-modal (Lidar) and multi-modal (Lidar + Camera) models on the in-distribution validation set (Default) and out-of-distribution validation set (Kirkland). DeepFusion achieves larger improvement on out-of-distribution validation set. L denotes lidar-only; L+C denotes lidar + camera.

5. Conclusion

This paper studies how to effectively fuse lidar and camera data for multi-modal 3D object detection. Our study shows deep feature fusion in late stage can be more effective when they are aligned well, but aligning two deep features from different modality are challenging. To address this challenge, we propose two techniques, InverseAug and LearnableAlign, to get effective alignment among multi-modal features. Based on these techniques, we develop a family of simple, generic, yet effective multi-modal 3D detectors, named DeepFusions, which achieves state-of-the-art performance on the Waymo Open Dataset.
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